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Abstract—We study good programming practices expressed in rules and detected by static analysis checkers such as PMD or FindBugs. To understand how violations to these rules are corrected and whether this can be automated, we need to identify in the source code where they appear and how they were fixed. This presents some similarities with research on understanding software bugs, their causes, their fixes, and how they could be avoided. The traditional method to identify how a bug or a rule violation were fixed consists in finding the commit that contains this fix and identifying what was changed in this commit. If the commit is small, all the lines changed are ascribed to the fixing of the rule violation or the bug. However, commits are not always atomic, and several fixes and even enhancements can be mixed in a single one (a large commit). In this case, it is impossible to detect which modifications contribute to which fix. In this paper, we are proposing a method that identifies precisely the modifications that are related to the correction of a rule violation. The same method could be applied to bug fixes, providing there is a test illustrating this bug. We validate our solution on a real world system and actual rules.

I. INTRODUCTION

Research has been devoted to the study of violations of good programming practices detected by automatic rule checkers (e.g., FindBugs1 or PMD2). It often concentrates on predicting if a violation is a “real” one that should be corrected, or a false positive (e.g., [1]). We are more interested in studying whether we could help correcting these violations.

In a related domain, more research focused on understanding how bugs are solved, whether it is possible to provide foretellers of bugs, or how to automatically fix certain types of bugs (e.g., [2], [3], [4]). This involves identifying where in the source code the bugs are located which in turn is typically done by looking at commits known to fix bugs and consider that the modified lines of code in one commit were the ones responsible for the bug it fixes.

If finding the location of a rule violation is trivial because it is an integral part of the report provided by the rule checker tools, finding out how a rule violation was fixed is a topic rarely studied. Similarly to bug fixes, it could be done by looking at past violations of the rule that were already fixed, and finding out in the source code how this was done. We came to work on this while looking for a way to derive a cost model for fixing rule violations based on past fixes.

All these lines of research therefore share a common interest in identifying how the bugs or the rule violations are fixed in the source code. If there is a known solution to achieve this goal, it suffers from one limitation, it can only work for small commits that fix exactly one bug or one violation [5], [6], [7].

A recent study [8] showed that small commits (only one modification to the Abstract Syntax Tree of the system) are, in majority, related to bug fixes. However, it also found that about only 10% of commits were small. It does not mean that 90% of the commits are not related to bug fixes, but rather, that if they are, it might not be possible to identify exactly what modification fixed the bug since other modifications (other bugs, enhancements) could be mixed in the same commit.

In our experiments we found this to be also true for violations of good programming practices rules. Commits that fixed exactly one rule violation represented only 4% of all commits. If we filter the commits that do not fix any rule violation, then the ones fixing one rule violation still make only 27% of all commits that fix some rule violation.

Overcoming this problem would provide much more data to work on and significantly increase the validity and pertinence of the results on bug or rule violations fixing. In our case it was simply not possible to consider only commits fixing exactly one rule violation as there were too few of them leading to any meaningful result. And even these commits might not be suited for our studies as we discovered that they could still include other unrelated modifications. In our examples, we found that, on average, only 13% of the changes in the commits were responsible for fixing a given rule violation.

We therefore set to propose an automated solution to identify precisely the modifications within a commit that are needed for correcting a rule violation. The same solution could be applied to bug fixing providing there is a test that exercises the bug. We validate our approach and discuss its results on a set of rules applied to real world systems.

The remainder of this paper is divided into six sections and a conclusion: Section II gives more details on the motivation of this work; Section III gives an overview of the approach used to detect the sequence of actions needed to correct a programming rule violation; This approach is validated in Section IV and Section V on real world examples; In Section VI we discuss the threats to validity of the experiment; and finally, Section VII discusses related work.
II. MOTIVATION

This paper aims at helping research in two related areas: How bugs or good programming rules violations are fixed.

A. Isolating Bug Fixing Actions

In [8], Martinez and Monperrus conducted an extensive study of 14 open-source Java projects to understand what kind of bug repair actions were used (e.g., adding a method invocation, changing an if’s conditional expression), with what frequency, ... Their study is based on very large corpus (close to 90 thousands commits) and thanks to this, they were able to come with some generic conclusions on the distribution of change actions.

However, as research in this field progresses, more and more studies will need to be performed on more and more specific fields. For example, one might very well imagine that a particular application field like aeronautics would have also change actions specific to it. As this happens, it will become more and more difficult to find relevant corpus, large enough to draw significant conclusions.

Already, in their study, the authors found that very small changes, including only one AST change, represented only 11% of the total population of changes. If this does not rule out the importance of the other 89% of changes as provider of meaningful information, it would make it very difficult to exploit with the current approaches (see Section II-C) because these approaches require that one change fixes one bug.

B. Isolating Rule Violation Corrections

Rule checkers [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] are tools that check whether source code violates some rules of good programming practice. For example, rules can specify an upper bound for method size [14], perform flow analysis to verify that a stream is properly closed [15], or check the correct use of an array to avoid out of bound accesses. Rule checkers thus raise alerts (or warnings) each time one of their rules is violated. Correcting alerts improves the quality of the target system [16] and may prevent future bugs [17]. The systematic use of these tools facilitates and improves software maintenance [18].

However, not all alerts are corrected by the developers. Some may be ignored because they would be too difficult to fix or because the developers do not agree that they represent an instance of bad code. On real systems, a rule checker may commonly raise thousands of alerts, many of which are never fixed. In fact, between 35% to 91% [19], [20], [21], [22] of reported alerts are never fixed. Some approaches assume that these un-fixed alerts might be false positives and propose techniques to filter them out. We studied these techniques in a previous publication [1].

To understand better this issue and work toward proposals that could improve the situation, we wished to perform a closer study of the modifications required to fix alerts.

C. Outline of the Envisioned Solution

To automatically find out what modifications are required to fix a given good programming rule violation, we planned to use the traditional approach of identifying the source code responsible for fixing an alert or a bug (used for example in [4]) by looking into past modifications of a system:

- Take two successive versions3 of a system (i.e., the versions just before and just after a commit);
- Identify the changes applied on the source version to obtain the target version.
- Run the rule checker on each version;
- Compare the two resulting sets of violations;
- If one violation is corrected between the two versions we know the actions required for that are in the set of changes applied.

A similar algorithm can also be applied to discover the modifications responsible for fixing a bug in the source code. This can be useful, for example to build a catalogue of possible repair actions [8]. To identify what commits contain bug fixes, two methods can be used, one consists in searching in the commit messages markers such as: “issue”, “bug”, “fixed”, as well as references to bug report “#1234” [17], [8]; the second solution is to have a test that illustrates the bug, and to run this test on various versions of the software system until one identifies the commit that makes the test turn green. However, in either cases, one still needs to identify the changes in the commit that correct the bug. This might not be as simple as the preceding algorithm suggests:

1) From one version of the system to another, many violations or bugs can be corrected (as well as many new one introduced);
2) Only a small subset of all the changes applied from one version to the other is typically required to correct the alert or bug.

We found the first issue to be especially true for alerts that are not actual bug but good programming practices. It is not uncommon that, in an effort to improve software quality, several alerts be fixed in a single commit.

To fight against the second point, one might try to focus on small changes [5], [6], [7]. In their study [8], Martinez and Monperrus analysed very small commits that consisted in only one change to the Abstract Syntax Tree of the system. They report that 95 of 144 small commits (66%) were bug fixes and conclude that very small commits can generally be considered as bug fixes. Yet, in the same study, they found only 6,953 very small commits out of a total population of 62,179 (11%). This implies that 89% of the commits would have to be ignored, even though they might also contain bug fixes or, in our case, alert fixes. Which brings us back to the problem that in a large change, only a subset of all modifications might be required to correct a given violation.

III. OUR APPROACH

A. Some Definitions

Before presenting the approach, we will introduce some definitions:

3We make no difference, in this paper, between the notions of version and revision in version control systems
**Change:** The set of modifications made on source code to go from one version of the source code to the next one. This could also be termed a patch. In our case, every commit in the version control system will correspond to a change.

We are specially considering changes that fix at least one alert (this is tested by running the rule checker on the source and target versions of the change). We assume that a change is complete in the sense that it contains all the modifications required to fix an alert (even though it can introduce new unrelated alerts). For example if one modification adds a parameter to a method definition, other modifications must alter the invocations of this method to take the new parameter into account.

**Modification:** For this first experiment, we worked with large-grained modifications that do not go below the level of method. This means changing anything in the definition of a method will result in only one modification, that of the method’s body. It will not allow us to identify the specific Abstract Syntax Tree modification that corrected a violation, but makes little difference on the validity of the algorithm. We come back to this below in the definition of Violation. Note that we will consider adding, removing or modifying of comments as modifications. This is suitable because we are working with rule alerts and some rules do check comments (to see if there are enough of them for example). If we were working with bug correction, we would not need to consider comments as they have no incidence on the behaviour of the program.

**Sequence:** An ordered collection of modifications applied on the source code.

**Valid sequence:** A sequence (of modifications) that can be applied without error and that can fix a given alert without introducing new ones (to some extent to be detailed later in this paper). Because we work specifically with changes that fix a given alert, by construction for any change there is at least one valid sequence that will fix the considered alert (this valid sequence being, at worst, the change itself).

Coming back to the definition of change above, our hypothesis that a change contains all the modifications required to fix an alert can be translated into: a change is a valid sequence.

**Violation:** (or Alert) A violation of a programming rule detected by a static rule checking tool. Two violations in two different revisions of the code are considered equivalent if they pertain to the same programming rule on the same software artifact. In this first experiment, it is enough to identify software artifacts by their fully qualified name (package.class.methodSignature) because we are working at a large grain of modification. In the future, we will need to work at the level of AST modifications which will make it more difficult to pair together violations in two different revisions. This identification of software artifact will not allow us to take into consideration renaming of software artifacts (that will be considered as one removal and one addition). At this point, we did not want to deal with renaming. Detection of renaming is difficult and subject to interpretation, such additional manipulations could have polluted the result. An extra filtering that will be discussed shortly (ignoring removed artifacts) will ensure that renamings will actually be ignored altogether in the experiment.

**Fixed Violation:** A violation present in the base revision of the change but not in the target revision. We distinguish two cases: the software artifact responsible for the violation is found in both revisions of the change (before and after) or it was deleted in the target revision. We decided to ignore violation “fixed” because the software artifact that caused them was removed. As we just saw, for renaming of entities this will be a desired behavior. The rationale behind this decision was that research showed that not all programmers care about rule violations [19], [20], [21], [22], therefore a rule violation may go unnoticed for an extended period of time before it simply vanishes because of unrelated changes in the source code. We wished to lower this risk by ensuring, at least, that the software artifact exhibiting the rule violation was still present, and therefore that the rule violation was actually corrected in one way or another. Some violations do require to remove the software artifact on which they occur, for example for a rule that detects that a method has the same implementation in a super-class and a sub-class, but we preferred ignoring them here to provide a clearer understanding of the properties of our algorithm.

We come back on this issue in Section VI.

### B. Overview of the Approach

Our proposed solution consists in applying sequentially, randomly chosen, modifications from the commit to find out which one(s) is(are) required to fix an alert. Because the modifications will be applied in random order, three problems need to be considered:

1. First, it can be impossible to apply one modification before applying another one (like trying to create a method before creating the class that owns it);
2. Second, one might apply some unrelated modifications to the violation before coming to apply the modification(s) that are required;
3. Third what are we to do if a modification fixes the violation and introduces a new one?

Of these three issues, the first one is easy to overcome. If it is impossible to apply one randomly chosen modification (because it requires another one to be applied before), we simply ignore the current sequence and restart generating a new one from scratch. Another solution would be to backtrack in the construction of the sequence, choosing other modifications, but it does not seem worth the effort. Finally, a third solution would be to compute dependencies between the modifications, and prohibit in the random selection to pick a modification that depends on another modification not yet applied. We will monitor in our formal experiment the existence of such a problem.

The second problem related to the selection of unwanted modifications in the sequence before introducing the ones needed to fix the considered alert. This is solved using a hill-climbing approach. We start with a change that is known to be a valid sequence (founding hypothesis) and randomly select modifications in it to build another valid sequence. If the new valid sequence is shorter than the preceding one, we use it as a starting point for the next iteration. If the valid sequence...
size does not decrease for a given number of iterations (we chose 20), we assume we found the minimal valid sequence that fixes the alert.

Note that there are numerous possible ways to fix an alert, and it is quite possible that in a given change, several different valid sequences would fix a given alert. Consider for example an alert stating that some method is not sufficiently commented, and a change where two different comments are added to the method. Any one of these two modifications (adding two comments) could be enough to fix the alert. We do not see this as a problem as exhibiting any of the two modifications as a solution to fix the alert would still be true, even though we would miss another possible solution to the same alert.

Finally, the third problem to consider was what to do if a modification fixes the alert considered but introduces a new one. Our solution consists in not considering valid sequences that create new alerts or result in non-compilable code. If a new alert (or a compilation error) is created by a modification in the sequence being built, we will add this new alert to the set of alerts we wish to fix, so the sequence will not be considered valid until this new alert is also fixed. The only exception is if the new alert also exists in the target version of the change, because it means that applying the entire change would, anyway, not remove it.

C. Algorithm

The final algorithm is presented in two parts for the sake of readability.

We first have a function that given a set of changes and a violation to fix, will compute a sequence of modifications that fixes this violation (see Figure 1). In other words, it returns a valid sequence from a change (but the sequence might not be minimal). For simplicity the function may also return error, for example in case it tries to apply modifications in an incorrect order.

This first function is then called iteratively following an hill-climbing method to find the Minimal Valid Sequence (MVS) that fixes the considered violation (see Figure 2). This part can end on one of two conditions. First if the length of the change is 1 modification, we know that we have reached the MVS. Second we set a threshold on the number of identical sequences returned by FINDVALIDSEQUENCE before deciding it will not be able to improve it (and therefore it is considered to be minimal). In our experiments we used a threshold of 20, so after that number of calls to FINDVALIDSEQUENCE without diminution in the length of the returned sequence, we stop looking for a shorter one. Note that fixing this threshold to the lower acceptable value would be a possible improvement. One must remember that running the algorithm involves modifying the source code and recompling it; what is not a light weight operation. This is done in the loop of FINDVALIDSEQUENCE which is called by FINDMINIMALVALIDSEQUENCE. Assuming it does not result in halting the iterations too soon (and thus not finding the minimal valid sequence), reducing this threshold of any amount would reduce of the same amount the total number of calls to FINDVALIDSEQUENCE. This can be interesting, but may not be all that significant. We will see that in our experiments, we had several violations requiring more than 100 iterations to find the minimal valid sequence (see Section V-C, RQ3a). Removing 5 or 10 iterations to these might not make that much a difference. We will look more in details into this issue.

We added a condition to prevent the algorithm looping endlessly on error condition. We defined that if 100 consecutive iterations resulted in an error, then we drop the entire commit and stop looking for valid sequences that would fix any of its violation(s). Similarly if 200 non consecutive iterations result in an error, we stop. The idea is that some commits may have modifications that can appear only in a very specific order. In theory, given sufficient time and tries, our algorithm should be able to find the minimal valid sequence fixing the violation(s) of this commit. However, in practice this would be too long for a viable experiment. This issue is linked to the way we choose our modifications randomly and how we treat errors. Both issues will be treated jointly.

This algorithm assumes we can safely apply changes to a source code (in FINDMINIMALVALIDSEQUENCE) and then come back to the initial state of the system (conventional version control tools could be used for that).

IV. VALIDATION EXPERIMENT

The context of the experiment is real systems for which we can access the source code history. We chose to experiment on programming rule violations because they were our initial target and it is easier to find automatic tools that will check
**FINDMINIMALVALIDSEQUENCE**

**INPUT**: `comit`, the modifications of the considered commit  
**INPUT**: `viol`, a violation of interest fixed by the commit  
**INPUT**: `src`, initial state of the source code (before applying the commit)  

**RETURN**: `seq`, the sequence that fixes `viol` or an error  
**LOCAL**: `chg`, the set of modifications from `comit` still candidate to be part of `seq`  
**LOCAL**: `ignore`, a set of violations that can be ignored  
**LOCAL**: `prevSeq`, the length of the previous sequence found  
**LOCAL**: `thresh`, counter checking how many sequence of same length we found  
**LOCAL**: `conseqError`, counting how many consecutive iterations resulted in error  
**LOCAL**: `totalError`, counting how many iterations resulted in error

```plaintext
chg ← comit  
seq ← {}  
thresh ← 1  
conseqError ← 0  
totalError ← 0  
ignore ← set of violations introduced by applying comit on src  
prevSeq ← length(comit)  
while ( (length(chg) > 1) and (thresh < 20)  
and (conseqError < 100) and (totalError < 200) )  
  seq ← FINDVALIDSEQUENCE(chg, viol, src, ignore)  
  if seq is not ERROR  
    if length(seq) < prevSeq  
      thresh ← 1  
    else  
      thresh++  
  end if  
  chg ← seq  
  prevSeq ← length(seq)  
  conseqError ← 0  
else  
  conseqError++  
  totalError++  
end if  
end while  
return seq
```

Fig. 2. Algorithm to find the minimal valid sequence fixing a given violation from a commit.

We will validate our solution on Moose [23] an open-source, real-world, and non-trivial system, with a consolidated number of developers and users. For us, the system presents the additional advantage that we are part of the development team and are able to validate the quality of our solution’s results. This is not a bias as we are working on past commits, anterior to this research and we are not influencing how the minimal valid sequence is extracted, we are only validating it. Since Moose is written in Pharo⁴, a Smalltalk inspired language, we selected SmallLint [14], the most adopted Smalltalk code analysis tool. We give some statistics on the system in Section IV-A.

We selected in the history of Moose the commits that solved some rule violations by systematically exploring all the revisions of the system during the considered period:

1) load one revision of the system;  
2) run the rule checker tool on it (store the rule violations);  
3) apply the commit immediately following this revision;  
4) apply the rule checker again and compare the rule violations with the previous one;  
5) if some violations were removed, then this commit fixed them in some way  
6) further verify that the violation is not removed because the software artifact carrying it was deleted (see discussion in Section III on Fixed Violation.)

**A. Descriptive statistics**

Before presenting the results, we must explain that all variables measured in our experiments follow a distribution that is not normal but with a heavy tail⁵, therefore we report medians rather than means.

Our case study has more than 2,500 classes, 210 KLOC, 21 known contributors, and a history of development going back more than 10 years. We will report here on an experiment during four days, on more than 368 violations coming from 65 commits.

**B. Research questions**

We validate our approach in three steps: First, we will validate our initial hypotheses (RQ1), second, we evaluate whether our approach can actually discover the sequence of source code changes required to fix a given rule violation (RQ2), third, we consider additional points on our algorithm as how we treated errors (RQ3).

For the first question, we have three hypotheses to validate:

RQ1a. A commit may contain more modifications than required to fix any of the violations?  
RQ1b. A commit may fix several violations?  
RQ1c. A commit may fix violations of several rules?  
RQ1d. Focusing on small commits would discard too much information?

For the second question (RQ2), we will simply verify that our algorithm found the correct Minimal Valid Sequence (MVS).

For the third question we will consider the following points:

RQ3a. Is our treatment of errors adequate? (When one modification chosen randomly cannot be applied because

---

⁴http://pharo-project.org  
⁵This is very common in software engineering [24].
RQ3b. Is our threshold of 20 consecutive iterations with the same solution appropriate to decide that we found the minimal valid sequence?

Another aspect that we could have considered is whether more than one source file may be affected by a fix. To illustrate this, let us consider languages that allow spreading the definition of a class over several files (ex: C++ with the .cc/.hh files, or C# with the partial definition of classes). In such languages, adding a method can imply modifying more than one file. This is an issue that we are not able to monitor in this experiment because we used the Pharo environment. In this environment files are hardly used at all. Classes and methods are created within the Pharo environment, they are saved when the environment is saved, and loaded once more when the environment is loaded. Given the the answers to RQ1b and RQ1c, we expect that fixes in general could touch several files, and this would be handled correctly by our algorithm.

V. Experiment Results

A. RQ1. Validating hypotheses

RQ1a: A commit may contain more modifications than required to fix any of the violations?

We manually evaluated 87 fixed rule violations chosen randomly and look at the size of the resulting minimal valid sequence (Table I). The median size per commit was 131 modifications with a maximum of 133. The median size of the minimal valid sequences is 1 with a maximum of 11. These numbers clearly show that commits may contain more modifications than just the ones required to fix a violation.

| TABLE I. SIZE (NUMBER OF MODIFICATIONS) OF COMMITS AND MINIMAL VALID SEQUENCES |
|-----------------|---------|---------|
| commit size     | median  | max.    |
| MVS size        | 131     | 133     |
|                 | 1       | 11      |

RQ1b: A commit may fix several violations?

We experimented with 65 commits containing fixes for 368 violations. The maximum violations fixed per commit is 75, and the median 2 (see Table II). 21 of the 65 commits (i.e., 32\%) fixed only one violation. This does confirm our hypothesis that commits may fix more than one violation. Consequently, it seems to confirm also that there is a need for a tool to isolate the modifications fixing a given violation (note that the same modification can fix several violations, as discussed in [25]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. NUMBER OF VIOLATIONS FIXED PER COMMIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total commits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total violations fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commits fixing one violation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>violations fixed / commit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RQ1c: A commit may fix violations of several rules?

Based on the 65 commits used for the experiment, we report in Table III the number of rules fixed by commits. The minimum is for commits fixing violation(s) from 1 rule, the maximum is commits fixing violations from 7 different rules, and the median is commits fixing violations from 2 different rules. These numbers clearly show that not only do commits fix more than one violation (see RQ1b), but also these violation may come from more than 1 rule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III. NUMBER OF DIFFERENT RULES FIXED PER COMMIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total commits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commits fixing violations from 1 rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commits fixing violations from 2 rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commits fixing violations from 3 rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commits fixing violations from 4 rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commits fixing violations from 5 rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commits fixing violations from 6 rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commits fixing violations from 7 rules</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RQ1d: Focusing on small commits would discard too much information?

For the 65 commits in our experiment, the median size of commit is 15 modifications with a maximum of 320. The numbers show that commits are not small, a median of 15 modifications per commit is very far from the one-AST-change definition of small commits in [26].

From the results for RQ1, we deduce that our initial hypotheses are valid and there is a necessity for solutions like ours to precisely understand the fix of a violation.

B. RQ2. Validating our algorithm

For our main validation, we use again the 87 rule violations that we evaluated manually. In 84 cases (97\%), the algorithm found the correct minimal valid sequence that fixed the violation considered. In the remaining 3 cases, the sequence found was not minimal, but the search stopped because we reached the threshold of 20 consecutive identical solutions (see RQ3b).

We conclude that our algorithm is working although there is a balance to reach between ensuring we find the right minimal valid sequence and not doing too much computation uselessly.

C. RQ3. Additional discussion on the algorithm

RQ3a: Is our treatment of errors adequate?

This initial algorithm chooses randomly modifications to put in the sequence and drop the sequence if some modification cannot be applied. Further more, for experimental reasons, we dropped all commits that had more than 100 consecutive errors or more than 200 non consecutive errors. On the 65 commits, 5 (8\%) had more than 100 consecutive errors and 5 others had more than 200 total errors (see also Table IV). These commits with errors contained 89 violations. Interestingly enough, for two of these commits, we successfully solved some of the violations (i.e., they produced less than 100 errors), and dropped the rest because of too many errors on another
violation. We actually dropped 85 violations in total for the 10 commits and 4 violations for these 2 special commits could find a solution.

| TABLE IV. OCCURRENCES OF ERRORS IN OUR EXPERIMENT |
|-----------------------------------------|---|
| total commits                           | 65 |
| total violations                        | 368 |
| total violations solved                 | 283 |
| violations solved with some error       | 33 |
| commits dropped (too many errors)       | 10 |
| violations they fixed                   | 89 |
| violations dropped                      | 85 |
| violations solved                       | 4  |

This shows that dropping the entire commit is not always a good idea. We did it only for experimental reasons, to gather enough results in a reasonable amount of time.

On the remaining 55 commits (+ 2 partial) that fix together 283 violations, 33 violations (12%) produce some error when looking for the minimal valid sequence that fix them. The median for the violation with some error is 5 errors per violation, with a maximum of 57.

We conclude that treatment of error is one direction on which we still need to work. Of course the real discussion would be how to avoid altogether these errors. We discussed some possible solution in Section III.

**RQ3b:** Is our threshold of 20 consecutive iterations with the same solution appropriate to decide that we found the minimal valid sequence?

| TABLE V. IMPACT OF ERRORS ON OUR EXPERIMENT |
|------------------------------------------|---|
| violations solved                        | 283 |
| MVS with 1 modification                  | 189 |
| MVS with >1 modification                 | 94  |

First (table V), 189 of the 283 violations (i.e., 67%) for which the algorithm proposed a solution have a minimal valid sequence with only 1 modification. These did not require the threshold of 20 similar solutions to stop the search because 1 is the absolute lower bound for a valid sequence. We measured within these violations the longest succession of iterations with the same valid sequence found. In our experiment, the absolute longest succession was 189 successive iterations with the same valid sequence before a shorter one was found. The median length of such succession is 1.

On the other hand, as we already said in Section V-B 3 of the 87 MVS that we evaluated manually were not correctly found by the algorithm found because the search stopped on the threshold of 20 consecutive identical solutions. This seems to indicate that the threshold might be too low. But the random nature of our algorithm impedes us to guarantee that we will always find the minimal valid sequence. Moreover, setting it at a higher value would me spending more time finding the exact MVS.

**RQ3c:** What is the time required to find a minimal valid sequence?

On the 368 violations in our experiment, the median execution time of `FINDMINIMALVALIDSEQUENCE` was 3 minutes and the maximum time 3 hours 58 minutes. Our experiment with 293 violations lasted about four days on a current commodity machine.

![image](image.png)

Obviously the execution time is linked to the number of iterations (calls to `FINDVALIDSEQUENCE`). Once again, it could be improved by improving the treatment of errors (modifications that could not be applied) and by using a smaller threshold to accept a recurring valid sequence as minimal.

However, one must consider that this algorithm would be applied only once at the beginning of a study to get data on which to work. Therefore, long execution time if it is not desirable, should not be a blocking issue.

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Apart from the obvious Internal Validity threat from an error in the tool we programmed, in the historical data extracted, or in the rule checker program, there are two External Validity threats:

1) The system studied might not be entirely representative of a larger population of systems, either from another application domain, or written in another programming language. This is always a difficult threat to mitigate as there is little information on what property of a system is important to ensure representativeness. Replication of the experiment for other systems must be realized.

This said, we strongly believe our approach is independent of the programming language and the application domain. We also believe Moose is a credible, real world, non-trivial, case study. It is a medium to big system (2,500 classes, 210KLOC⁶), and it includes a significant number of versions.

2) We disregarded violations that were fixed because the software artifact where they appeared before the commits had been removed during the commit. This was done to eliminate a possible problem with the obviously simple solution that removing the artifact that raises an alert is the best way to “fix” any violation. Some violation can really be fixed this way, but this would not be the case for all, and we lacked the mean to tell one from the other.

Although we did not experiment with them, it seems reasonable to suppose that the same algorithm could be used to isolate modifications responsible for bug fixes. This would of course require that we have some oracle (a test exhibiting the bug) to tell us whether the bug is present or not in a given version of the system. Yet because we experimented with rule violation fixes, this claim should be made with some caution.

VII. RELATED WORKS

Different studies have already been done on programming rules violations and rules checker tools.

Heckman et al. [27], synthesizes available research results on ranking algorithms that try to estimate whether an alert is a valid one (that should be corrected) or not. Different algorithms are presented and compared according to different criteria like

---

⁶Moose is written in Pharo which is a concise language
information used, or algorithm used. In a related work Allier et al. [1], compared the same algorithms on their results on real case studies. This line of research tries to remove false positives from the alerts raised by the rule checker. It is a “pre-fixing” approach. We try to identify how a given alert was corrected.

Some approaches were proposed to study the relation between alerts and bugs. Boogerd et al. [28], [29] empirically assess the relation between faults and violations of coding standard rules raised by MISRA C, using coding standard rules for embedded C development on industrial cases. They found that only 10 out of 88 rules for the case study presented in [29], and 12 out of 72 in rules for the case study presented in [28] were significant predictors of fault location. Basalaj et al. [30] studied the link between QA C++ warnings and faults for snapshots from 18 different projects and found a correlation for 12 out of 900 rules. Wagner et al. [31] evaluated two Java bug-finding tools (FindBugs and PMD) on two different software projects, in order to evaluate their use in defect-detection. Their study could not confirm this possibility for their two projects. Couto et al. [2] also showed that overall there is no correspondence between the static location of the warnings raised by FindBugs and the methods changed by software maintainers in order to remove defects. Tracy et al. [32] show that some code smells have a significant but small effect on faults. They investigate the relationship between faults and five code smells. They developed a tool to detect these smells and built Negative Binomial regression models to analyse the relationships between smells and faults. In [17], Hora et al. studied the relevance of generic rules against that of system (or domain) specific ones. They concluded that system specific rules where more likely to be fixed. All these studies concentrate on the usefulness of rule checking to improve the quality of the code, specifically considering the co-occurrence of alerts and bugs. Our long term goal is to understand how alerts were corrected. One possible application of this would be to establish some cost model for correcting future similar alerts.

The number and the cost of bug fixes in industrial practice motivated the search to automatically minimize the effects of defects in software systems. Program fault repair consists generally in three steps: fault localization, patch generation, and patch validation. Automated program fixing is an active area of research [33], [34], [35], [36]; the goal of this domain can be to catch faulty behavior of a program just before it happens and subdue its effects [37], or transform the program or execute it in a way that excludes certain types of behavior [38], or generate patches to the source to prevent a class of bugs or fix a particular bug [39]. To fulfill this goal number of approaches to detect repair action was proposed. Martinez et Monperrus [8] mine program history and related artefacts to suggest repair patches templates based on a fine-grained AST level. They filter transactions to retain only those related to bug fix by mining the messages in the transaction and in this set they select only the one which contains one modification. But our approach can find in a transaction with large change the modification related to programming rule fix. Nguyen et al. [40] propose an algorithm based on genetic programming to generate patches. The algorithm maintains a population of chromosomes (programs), selects a pool of individuals based on their fitness (score according to number of pass and fail test), and modifies them with mutation and crossover operators until reaching a terminating criterion.

Other publications are more related to the pertinence of the domain. For example, Zheng et al. [18] are following the GQM approach paradigm to determine whether rule checkers can help an organization to improve the economic quality of software products. Their results indicate that rule checkers are an economic complement to other verification and validation techniques.

VIII. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the idea that one can mine violation fix actions from software repositories. In other words, one can extract from past, a sequence of modifications needed to fix an alert (e.g., adding a method call, deleting method). This can be made difficult by three issues:

- One commit can fix several violations and/or introduce new features. In this case, one has to extract only those modifications responsible for fixing the alert considered;
- On modification required to fix an alert might introduce another violation. In this case, one as to decide whether fixing this new violation is part of fixing the first one or not;
- The modifications are not independent and one has to find the correct order in which they need to be applied.

We presented a methodology that answers to these considerations and we applied it on a real system. The results are that, for 283 out of 368 evaluated violations, we could find automatically the sequence of modifications that fixed them. We also identified a solution to deal with the 85 remaining violations that our algorithm dropped because too many errors were generated when randomly selecting modifications to be applied. The solution should be based on constraining the random choice of modification to apply to those that can actually be applied at a given time.

Another extension of the work would be to deal with finer grained modifications, typically at the level of the AST. From this, we could start to explore whether it would be possible to build on this knowledge to deduce some suggestion for fixing a given rule violations. The idea would be to extract an abstract summary of all the violation fixes for the given rule.
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